Description
MERIT BRIDGES, an attorney and widowed mother in Austin, Texas, works hard, drinks too much wine, and sleeps with younger men. When Merit goes after a shady corporation threatening her client, she encounters hired gun Boots King. His charge is simple, “Stop her!” Merit and her team— including Betty, a mothering office manager with a bad-ass attitude—struggle to stay alive, while they navigate a labyrinth of legal issues, and prove once again that you don’t mess with a Texas lady lawyer.

About the Author
MANNING WOLFE an author and attorney residing in Austin, Texas, writes cinematic-style, smart, fast-paced thrillers with a salting of Texas bullshit. The first in her series, featuring Austin Lawyer Merit Bridges, is Dollar Signs: Texas Lady Lawyer vs Boots King. A graduate of Rice University and the University of Texas School of Law, Manning’s experience has given her a voyeur’s peek into some shady characters’ lives and a front row seat to watch the good people who stand against them.

Praise:
A legal thriller not to be missed…Manning Wolfe just put herself on my list of must-read authors. — MARK PRYOR, Hugo Marston Novels

Move over, John Grisham. There’s a lady lawyer in town. — ELIZABETH GARCIA, Deputy Ricos Tales

This novel is smart, funny, moving, and entertaining as hell. — JESSE SUBLETT, 1960’s Austin Gangsters

A great read, and Texas crime fiction has a new star. — BILL CRIDER, Dan Rhodes Mysteries

Pages smoke like burnt fried chicken grease on a Saturday night…This one, my friends, is a non-putter-downer! — GEORGE WIER, Bill Travis Mysteries.

A high-speed storyline full of twists and turns upon a stark background of reality as lawyers might really experience it. Manning Wolfe is one of the up and coming legal thriller writers of this generation. Read her and enjoy her, but don’t expect much sleep! — JOHN ELLSWORTH, author, Thaddeus Murfee Legal Thrillers
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MERIT BRIDGES, an attorney and widow in Austin, Texas, works hard, drinks too much wine, and sleeps with younger men. When Merit goes after a shady corporation threatening her client, she encounters hired gun Boots King. His charge is simple, “Stop her!” Merit and her team—including Betty, a mothering office manager with a bad-ass attitude—struggle to stay alive, while they navigate a labyrinth of legal issues, and prove once again that you don’t mess with a Texas lady lawyer.